ED–2776

B. A/B. Sc. (Part III) EXAMINATION, 2021

ANTHROPOLOGY

Paper Second

(Theories in Social-Cultural Anthropology)

Time : Three Hours

Maximum Marks : 50

Note: Attempt all the five questions. One question from each Unit is compulsory. All questions carry equal marks.

(UNIT—1)

1. Explain Little tradition and Great tradition.

(Or)

Write the contribution of S. C. Dube on study of Indian village.
2. Explain concept of property of Leslie White.

अथवा

(Or)

What do you understand by cultural evolutionism?

इकाई—3

(UNIT—3)

3. What is functionalism? Throw light on Kula’s exchange custom.

अथवा

(Or)

Write a note on structure-functionalism.

इकाई—4

(UNIT—4)

4. Write an essay on concept of national character.

अथवा

(Or)

What are relationship between culture and personality?
Explain.
5. Write the characteristics of participate observation.

अथवा

(Or)

What is historical method? Explain.